Science Fiction Romance: Rescued By The Alien Mate (New Adult
Alien Space Invasion Cyborg Fantasy Romance) (Dystopian Sci-Fi Short
Stories)
Read This Alien Adventure Romance For
FREE With Kindle Unlimited!
****
Includes BONUS Science Fiction Alien
ROMANCE COLLECTION Packed With
Even MORE HOT ALIEN CONTACT
PLUS A BONUS Multi-Genre Sizzling
Romance Sampler From Red Lily
Publishing -- 17 Stories For The Price Of
One!**** Alone in deep space, a smart
and dedicated cyborg pushes her limits and
lingers on the brink of death...until an alien
hero comes along and breathes new life
into her. Ada isnt your average cyborg.
Skilled with her hands and gifted with an
impressively agile mind, Ada can also
withstand temperatures far greater than the
average robot/human hybrid. Ada has an
unfortunate secret, however: shes been
experiencing sudden bursts of intense
emotion, the first sign a cyborg exhibits
when its system begins to break down.
When Ada is sent on a mission to repair a
force field, it quickly descends into a
life-threatening situation. Fortunately, a
valiant alien named Jax is nearby; this
impossibly gorgeous creature pushes
buttons she didnt know existed and shatters
boundaries she was sure couldnt be
crossed---all to show her a truth shes not
even sure shes ready to know. Will this
mysterious and enchanting alien be her
undoing, or will he be the long lost key to
unlocking her hidden abilities? This book
is intended for readers age 18 and over. It
contains mature situations and strong
sexual content that may be objectionable to
some readers.
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